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348 of 1,038 papers sent by Editor to external reviewers
• 86% (301/348) rejected after negative comments from reviewers
• Reviewers determine bad study, poorly explained or poorly written.
• Sometimes reviewers determine content not appropriate for journal or
content not interesting to journal.
• Sometimes reviewers recommend Reject after Authors fail to make
recommended corrections!

83 submissions accepted
• 8% (83/1,038) of total submissions!!!
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• General Insights
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Undertake journal selection before you start your research project.
•
•

Identify a small number of candidate journals and retrieve 2 or 3
published papers from each.
Use these papers as a guide for journal selection and study design.

If you cannot find a project like your intended study published in your
target journal, choose another journal.
•

Ex. ICM does not publish animal laboratory work or single centre
retrospective observational data.
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Identify a small number of candidate journals and retrieve 2 or 3 published
papers from each.
•

Read these papers thoroughly:
• They have successfully made it through the review process!
• They can teach us journal preferences, good study design and good
presentation styles.

Ensure your study collects and presents information in a similar way to
other papers published in your target journals.
•

Severity of illness for ICU patients is traditionally captured with
APACHE score in the US but SAPS score in Europe.
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The easiest decision for a Editor to make is ‘Reject without Review’.
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Because Editors are busy, there is only one section of your paper you can
guarantee an Editor will read:
•
•

It is usually the section we write last, when we are tired.
We put the least effort into it, yet it might be the most important
section.

If your Abstract is poorly written, you make it easy for the Editor to ‘Reject
without Review’!
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Avoiding rejection by Reviewers
Reviewers determine bad study, poorly explained or poorly written.
Sometimes determine content not appropriate for journal or content not
interesting to journal. Sometimes reviewers recommend Reject after
Authors fail to make recommended corrections!
Reviewers are very busy.
•
•

Carry a clinical load and have their own research programs.
Reviewers cannot ‘Reject without Review’. They must read your whole
paper but:
• If your paper is poorly written and difficult to understand, they will
stop reading and recommend ‘Reject’!
• If your paper is difficult to understand, Reviewers do not usually
provide objective reasons for Rejection. They just send a
Confidential Comment to the Editor recommending Reject.
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Avoiding rejection by Reviewers
Reviewers determine bad study, poorly explained or poorly written.
Sometimes determine content not appropriate for journal or content not
interesting to journal. Sometimes reviewers recommend Reject after
Authors fail to make recommended corrections!
Reviewers are very busy.
•
•

•
•

Make your papers easy to understand.
Identify a small number of candidate journals and retrieve 2 or 3
published papers from each.
• Use these papers as a guide for journal selection and study design.
• Use these papers as a guide for English language use.
Every journal has its own unique conventions.
Conversational English is different to Scientific English.
• Have two translators: One who is good at conversational English and
one who is a content area expert.
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Authors fail to make recommended corrections!
Usually the Editor makes this decision before he/she sends your paper out
for review.
The best way to address this issue is through good Journal selection before
you submit your paper!
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Avoiding rejection by Reviewers
Reviewers determine bad study, poorly explained or poorly written.
Sometimes determine content not appropriate for journal or content not
interesting to journal. Sometimes reviewers recommend Reject after
Authors fail to make recommended corrections!
If the Editor returns your paper and asks for Minor or Major Revisions
based on Reviewers comments, you are almost published!
• 85% of submissions do not make it to this stage!

Do not argue with your Reviewers! But you can Negotiate! Gently!
• The Editor is often one of your Reviewers!!! So, if you choose to argue, you
may be arguing with the Editor.
• You will always lose an argument with the Editor!

If a Reviewer wants 57 changes, and you disagree with all 57 requests:
• Make all 57 changes anyway or...
• Make 55 changes.... and point out politely why you can’t make the last
2 changes.
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General Insights
99% of the Editors and Reviewers who read your paper have never been to
an ICU in your country.
•

They do not understand the care you provide is just as good, or better, than
the care they provide!

Describe your patients and your ICU in terms they understand.
•

Admission APACHE for US journals / SAPS for European journals.

Describe routine care using statements to demonstrate you are familiar with
best practice:
•
•

“Nutrition support was provided in line with” SCCM guidelines (for US
journals) / ESICM guidelines (for European journals).
“Patients with ARDs were ventilated using low tidal volumes (ref to US
study) and proned (ref to French study) when required.”

If you use your country name in the title, the Editor or Reviewer may
conclude your results apply only to your country and perhaps your paper
is not interesting to their Journal!
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